
B E T T E S M A K E S

No Sew 

Pillow 

Covers

These no sew pillow covers are easy to do and you do not need a sewing machine in order to 

complete them. They are perfect for up cycling clothing, curtains, and other fabrics. All you need 

is a pair of scissors, a crochet hook or paper clip, and a ruler. Of course you will need fabric as 

well. 

 

Idea #1 - Braided Edge Pillows Covers. 

This first type of no sew pillow is easy to do, you will need your scissor, ruler and crochet Hook 

(Paper Clip) to complete this one. Start with measuring  two 20" by 20" squares of fabric (you can 

use the same fabric or mixed colors - one side is for the front and the other the back). Cut out a 

2" square in each corner. Watch this video for the remaining cuts and how to tie the edges. No 

Sew Pillow

 

Idea #2 - Old Shirt Up-Cycle Tied Pillow Cover

For this project take any shirt you want to up-cycle. Stuff the pillow insert inside the shirt. First 

you want to turn the shirt so that the back of the shirt is facing you. fold up the bottom and 

collar portions to the center back. Cut and extra button hole at the bottom of the shirt and 

fasten it to the top button of the shirt to secure the ends. Tie the sleeves through the back. 

Details are in this video: Shirt No Sew Pillow Cover.

 

Idea #3 - Fold and Tie Pillow Cover

For this project you will need a piece of fabric that is four times large (width and height) than 

your pillow insert. You can basically wrap an old pillow in new fabric to make it look brand 

spanking new!  To start you want to make an 8 inch fold along one side of the fabric. Turn the 

fabric to make it a diagonal and place the pillow so you can fold the triangle top to the center. 

Watch this video to see the full set of instructions: Fabric Wrapping - No Sew Pillow Cover

3 Incredible Ways to Make No Sew Pillow Covers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lmgK6_HuMFw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1P9k1qxI2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6hdcFrfa_g

